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Samurai Sudoku... On the back.

Fapplebees: There’s No Place For You
In My Neighborhood!
By Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull

AKRON, OH – Ohio police have
indicated recently that they are
“sick and goddamn tired” of having to arrest creepy people for
things like indecent exposure,
sexual harassment, and generally being too horny. As a result,
they have filed a petition with the
city to put police funds toward
opening a new chain of porn
parlors named Fapplebees.
“The main goal in opening Fapplebees is to get all these weirdos off the streets, out of cubicles, and into somewhere that
they belong,” explained chief of
police Martin LaMitt. “If I get one
more call from the folks over at
AT&T saying, ‘Oy, one of our IT
creeps is jacking off in the break
room again,’ I think I’ll go crazy.”
The parlors, he says, will be

specially designed with private
booths and a few fourseat tables, and will
feature a menu of
“creeptacular” things for
the deviants of the
world to enjoy at a family-friendly
price.
The greatest challenge for Akron
will be advertising Fapplebees in
a way that will draw people in,
but will not totally repulse the
general public. Although the primary goal is to get sexual weirdos off the streets and into the
privacy of a booth, there are also
some interests in getting “yuppie
teenage sex fiends” out of neighborhood parks, shopping mall
bathrooms, playgrounds, corners
of the library, and public swimming pools. Those two audienc...see Extra Ranch on back

New neighbors in office...
Lets see how long that lasts.

Report: How Thanksgiving may be killing
your pet Anteater
By Alec Hamer ~ Daily Bull

AP - Research into the effects of
Thanksgiving on the endocrine
system of the Vermilingua, commonly referred to as the common anteater, is being done at
the University of California Los
Angeles. The main goal is to figure out whether or not owners
of these beloved beasts should
be concerned with the glands of
their pets while they devour turkey and mashed potatoes.

“My anteater, Ralph, always looks
so sick during Thanksgiving,” reports local man Tim Glutenfree
adding: “I think it is his glands.”
Although Mr. Glutenfree makes
a good point “the research
just was not there,” according
to Dr. Reacharound, a worldrenowned scientist in the field
of the anteater endocrine system. “We already understand
...see Turkeyeater on back
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es, however, are very different.
LaMitt explains that Fapplebees
might try to incorporate two
“seating” areas – one for people
who like the socially unacceptable shit, and one for people
who just want to avoid being
yelled at. “It’s like smoking/ nonsmoking, or table/ s u s h i - b a r a t
other restaurants,” LaMitt mused.
However they decide to marked
Fapplebees, the city of Akron will
need to ensure that it serves its
purpose of clearing the streets
of sex offenders. It could work
out – sort of like how the internet is pushing for the XXX web
domain for porn – or it could
just lead to the country going
apeshit for masturbation jokes
and naughty videos. The pilot
Fapplebees parlor is scheduled
to open next week, with LaMitt
explaining, “We’ll just have to see
how it goes.”
In the meanwhile, Akron will be
hosting a jingle competition,
since they figure use of the actual
Applebees slogan, “There’s No
Place Like The Neighborhood”
might not go over so well. Frontrunners include:
Feelin’ Good in the Neighborhood
There’s No Place Like The Neighborhood Watch
Add Special Sauce on Any Dish,
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If the Fapplebees chain is met
with any success, the nation will
have to thank the little town of
Akron for its one and only contribution to society. If Fapplebees
flops, well, then the police will
have to go back to feeling uncomfortable handcuffing some
sex offenders, because they obviously did it just to get the cuffs
in the first place.
...from Turkeyeater on front

the direct connection between
playing Barry Manilow and anteaters secreting more from the
thyroid gland. To make another
connection between something
everyone already loves and the
endocrine system of the anteater
would be truly amazing!”

At first the research was slow and
funding was minimal. It seemed
that research would need to
discontinue but then, in an odd
twist of fate GE caught wind of
the project and started FedExing garbage bags full of cash. Dr.
Reacharound noted “It
was stupendous. We
had no idea where it
was coming from. We
raised $1,234,445 in
one night.”
It was eventually reported that the money was
really for a dissatisfied
former employee of GE
who lived just down the
street and had seen and
heard some things that
GE did not want getting out.

As for the connection between
Thanksgiving and the endocrine system of the anteater, Dr.
Reacharound reports: “There is
none. Same goes for the Barry
Manilow music. My life was a
waste. I’m going to cry now.”

I think the problem is more related to letting
the anteaters drink.

Samurai Sudoku... Here it is! Haha!

